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Abstract  

In this chapter we suggest a concept for the description of participants practices for 

progressively adapting their actions to fit the computational system in Voice User Interfaces 

(VUI) such as Google Home. We describe this phenomenon as “VUI-speak”. Although 

developers aim at enabling computers to communicate like humans our study shows that, 

on the contrary, people accommodate to the device through practices of VUI-speak. Based 

on video ethnographic studies and ethnomethodological conversation analysis (EM/CA) of 

blind peoples’ natural use of Google Home, this research contributes to EM/CA studies of 

HCI, HRI and VUI in particular. The findings from this research suggest, that VUI-Speak is 
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1) produced as a third position in a five-part sequential structure, 2) that there is a change 

of action formation, and 3) that this change relates to producing what we call an application-

oriented turn. This research has practical implications for the design of conversational 

systems and contributes to the expanding field of EM/CA research on VUI-interaction. 

INTRODUCTION 

Mainstream Voice User Interface (VUI) systems are a rapidly evolving field involving all the 

major IT companies, including Google, Apple, Microsoft and Amazon. Sales of devices with 

digital assistants such as Amazon’s Alexa and Google Home are currently doubling every 

two years1, and they have become more common in Denmark, on which the results reported 

in this chapter are based. However, although the developer’s stated aim is to enable 

“computers to communicate like humans”, 2,3, our research of the naturally occurring, 

everyday use of such devices shows that the exact opposite is the case.   

 Whereas in ideal settings, user test and experimental settings can produce results 

where humans might talk “naturally” with an AI for a short period of time, this “naturalness” 

is restricted to only one particular kind of social action; question-answer-sequences4. One 

of the bigger problems for the progress of voice and conversational user interfaces is to 

adhere to the actual, natural ways people produce verbal actions in sequences5. We show 

in this paper, that, as only a limited number of actions work as commands in current 

technologies6, people attune the way they speak to suit the computational system. This 

 
1 Statista, “Google Home Global Shipments 2016-2025.” 
2 Pearl, Designing Voice User Interfaces. 
3 cf. Breazeal, Dautenhahn, and Kanda, “Social Robotics.” 
4 Porcheron et al., “Voice Interfaces in Everyday Life | Proceedings of the 2018 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems.” 
5 Albert, Housley, and Stokoe, “In Case of Emergency, Order Pizza.” 
6 Kirschthaler, Porcheron, and Fischer, “What Can I Say?” 
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paper focuses on and demonstrates how haecceity - the particularity, the thisness7 - of how 

people accommodate talking to the system through situated encounters with the 

technology. Although comprehensive research into VUI exists, few studies have conducted 

empirical examinations of the everyday natural use of these systems. Consequently, little 

is known about practical interaction with VUIs. It is not a new finding to state that participants 

encounter problems conversing with a VUI. Rather, our new contribution to this field is a 

terminology for the consequences these problems have for human language production, 

which becomes computerized into what we describe as “VUI-speak”.    

This work is in the tradition of HCI, building on ethnomethodology and conversation 

analysis (EM/CA)8 based on video recordings of interaction9. In the main part of our study, 

we explore the ways in which people adopt to the device by altering their speech style to 

VUI-speak.  

 

RELATED WORK: VUI’S & CONVERSATION  

Research into Natural Language Processing and Understanding (NLP/NLU) with regard to 

the role of the spoken word and relating to “conversation” has, for the most part, been 

conducted using computational linguistics, dialogue systems, computational 

sociolinguistics, Gricean pragmatics, cognitive semantics and psycholinguistics10. General 

findings from these approaches aim at addressing design issues regarding among other 

things, word choice and the most relevant types of mappings between words and their 

 
7 Garfinkel, Ethnomethodology’s Program. 
8 Garfinkel and Sacks, “On Formal Structures of Practical Actions.” 
9 Suchman, Plans and Situated Actions; Button et al., Computers, Minds and Conduct; Fischer et al., “Beyond ‘Same Time, Same Place’”; 

Heath, Hindmarsh, and Luff, Video in Qualitative Research. 
10 Clark, Fox, and Lappin, The Handbook of Computational Linguistics and Natural Language Processing. 
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pragmatic functions11. A variety of action and coding schemes have been developed based 

on interpretations of speech act theory, resulting in formalized predicate calculus and plan-

based models of dialogue12. Although ordinary developments of interfaces and Apps to VUI 

are not coded with e.g., Grice’s book Studies in the Way of Words13 lying on the table as a 

guide for the programmer, Googles developer guidelines14 are nonetheless explicitly based 

on an introduction to conversation  based on Grice’s cooperative principle and its maxims. 

One crucial challenge is that this approach treats the concept of social action as a matter 

of intentions and cognitive functions, omitting the intrinsic sequential organisation out of 

which such actions emerge. Consequently, these approaches in general (e.g., cognitive 

linguistics, speech act theory, Gricean implicature), result in fundamental constraints on 

how VUI’s should deal with the pervasive problem of action formation and action recognition 

in speech15. 

 In this paper we build on the work of EM/CA approaches to HCI, NLU and VUI. 

Although not a dominant theoretical approach, EM/CA researchers have, over the years, 

consistently provided novel insights to the HCI community and more recently also insights 

into human robot interaction (HRI)16. EM/CA studies related to VUI have focused on the 

devices’ embeddedness in everyday life, such as in the home17 or in public environments18. 

Our contribution is a part of this small but growing branch of studies dealing with VUI’s in 

natural settings.  

 
11 Cummins and Ruiter, “Computational Approaches to the Pragmatics Problem.” 
12 Jurafsky and Martin, Speech and Language Processing. 
13 Grice, Studies in the Way of Words. 
14 developers.google.com, “Conversation Design.” 
15 cf. Albert, Housley, and Stokoe, “In Case of Emergency, Order Pizza.” 
16 Pitsch et al., “Interactional Dynamics in User Groups”; Pelikan, Broth, and Keevallik, “"Are You Sad, Cozmo?” 
17 Porcheron et al., “Voice Interfaces in Everyday Life | Proceedings of the 2018 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems.” 
18 Porcheron, Fischer, and Sharples, “"Do Animals Have Accents?” 
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EM/CA research on turn-taking and repairing actions when talking with a VUI  

Building the concept of VUI-speak is based on basic theoretical understandings of how 

human interaction is organized in sequences that from the outset consist of base 

sequences residing as adjacency pairs (e.g., question-answer/request-response) 19 . A 

sequence entails one- or more verbal actions designed to be recognizable to the recipient, 

i.e. a question is an action that is formatted in a such a way as to be recognizable to the 

recipient as a question, and this is observably the case when a recipient responds to the 

first pair part with an answer20. Problems arise in conversation when people produce 

“wrong” turns or words, which are then displayed and repaired in the conversation21.      

 EM/CA research has specifically dealt with participants’ interactional work to produce 

actions that ensure progressivity. Fischer et al.22 show how a lack of second pair responses, 

accounts, and what they refer to as non-answer responses, may not only impede the overall 

activity but also require that the participants figure out what went wrong. Pelikan & Broth23 

demonstrate how the limitations of automatic speech recognition is dealt with by the user, 

adapting their requests to the robot’s limited perceptive abilities as they become apparent 

in the interaction. Though they find that adaptation is noticeably trouble-free for the user, 

 
19 Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson, “A Simplest Systematics for the Organization of Turn-Taking for Conversation”; Levinson, “On the Human 
‘Interaction Engine.’” 
20 Schegloff, Sequence Organization in Interaction; Levinson, “Action Formation and Ascription.” 
21 Schegloff, Jefferson, and Sacks, “The Preference for Self-Correction in the Organization of Repair in Conversation.” 
22 Fischer et al., “Progressivity for Voice Interface Design.” 
23 Pelikan and Broth, “Why That Nao?” 
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they also find, in line with Fischer et al., that it is the user who does the social interactional 

work, and that the sequential coordination of turns-at-talk remains troublesome.  

 In human-to-human F2F interaction a lack of verbal response would not necessarily 

pose a problem, since humans employ multiple resources in their efforts to create mutual 

understanding and common ground using e.g., visual resources24 . In VUI interaction, 

however, the participants rely solely on speech. This means that the participants must figure 

out “what to do next”, if the device does not react as expected, and understands natural 

language. In other words, the participants cannot rely on the VUI to support them reflectively 

in their progress towards successful completion of the ongoing action; on the contrary, 

participants adapt to the machine algorithm. Hence, repair, i.e., participants sequential 

management of an interactional “trouble”, is a common activity in VUI interaction25. 

 A key distinction within EM/CA research on repair is between initiating and 

producing the repair solution. Research has shown how there is a preference for self-

initiated repair26, where the speaker who produced the “trouble source” also produces the 

repair. However, repair can also be other-initiated, where another participant initiates the 

speaker to either self-repair or even provide a repair solution themselves. Even though the 

VUI does not provide the same kind of repair solutions as humans would, it still initiates 

repair and provides suggestions for other actions. However, as we will show in the analysis: 

as a consequence of the VUI’s indexical referential limitation to only concern the last turn 

 
24 Mondada, “The Local Constitution of Multimodal Resources for Social Interaction.” 
25 Frohlich, Drew, and Monk, “Management of Repair in Human-Computer Interaction.” 
26 Schegloff, Jefferson, and Sacks, “The Preference for Self-Correction in the Organization of Repair in Conversation.” 
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of a sequence, the speakers self-repair does not lead to intersubjectivity and progression 

of the ongoing activity as in human-human interaction, but rather to a lapse.  

 One practice for reducing failure and repair in VUI-interaction is to change the way of 

speaking to the device, from using ordinary language to producing commands in 

sequences. We do not suggest that this is a new finding. Different types of institutional 

interactions entail specialized turn-taking systems, e.g., in the courtroom, in journalistic 

interviews etc. where specific formal procedures are supposed to be followed27. In more 

informal settings, participants have been observed adopting a specific way of designing 

turns and choosing words in the pursuit of achieving shared understanding when interacting 

with elderly people who may have a disability28. When analyzing institutional interaction, 

regardless of the level of formality, the task, then, extends the identification of sequential 

patterns into also detailing their use in the accomplishment of the institutional activity29.  

Producing turns are always recipient designed, one way or another. For the speaker, the 

task is to produce speech that embeds recognizable actions for the participants. This 

relates to the design of action, or “action formation”. 

 

EM/CA research on action formation and directives   

Action formation is a key issue in VUI-interaction, as shown by Albert et al. 30. We contribute 

to this research by showing how participants, through an unfolding sequence, work their 

way towards successful action formation by formulating it as “VUI-speak”. While current 

 
27 Drew and Heritage, Talk at Work: Interaction in Institutional Settings; Nielsen et al., “Interactional Functions of Invoking Procedure in 
Institutional Settings.” 
28 Kemper, “Elderspeak”; Kristiansen, Rasmussen, and Andersen, “Practices for Making Residents’ Wishes Fit Institutional Constraints.” 
29 Ilkka Arminen, “Institutional Interaction.” 
30 Albert, Housley, and Stokoe, “In Case of Emergency, Order Pizza.” 
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EM/CA research treats participants’ action formations when talking to the VUI as requests31, 

it seems more appropriate to characterize them as commands, i.e., a branch of directives. 

Directives were described by Searle as having an illocutionary force32. However, this is a 

broad category. Conversation Analysis has shed light on how directives are different from 

requests. Requests are according to Curl and Drew33, actions in which one participant asks 

another to do something. According to Craven and Potter34, directives are actions where 

one participant tells another to do something. Directives produced as orders and commands 

are mostly directed at children, in the military or under similar circumstances, or at animals. 

All of which should be considered as institutional interactions where the participants’ 

institutional or professional identities are made relevant in the ongoing task-oriented 

activity 35 . The distinct formal pattern in institutional interaction then becomes the 

participants’ way of recognizing the type of interaction, as well as their way of organizing 

the accomplishment of a practical institutional task36. Directives are far less common in 

symmetrical ordinary conversation because there appears to be a conversational 

preference for producing requests, which involves fine-tuning the turns to upholding face 

for the recipients. As task-oriented asymmetrical interaction, with a fixed preformatted turn-

taking system, VUI-speak is to be considered institutional in its nature because it is 

preformatted. Consequently, we will present and discuss how a characteristic of VUI-speak 

is related to ways of designing a workable directive turn.   

 
31 Reeves, “Conversation Considered Harmful?” 
32 Searle, Expression and Meaning. 
33 Curl and Drew, “Contingency and Action.” 
34 Potter, “Directives.” 
35 Drew and Heritage, Talk at Work: Interaction in Institutional Settings. 
36 Ilkka Arminen, “Institutional Interaction.” 
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 In this paper we investigate specifically how visually impaired people interact with 

VUI’s. The benefits of VUI’s for visually impaired people are significant, as they enable 

vocal rather than graphical interfaces. Prior research has mainly focused on specialized 

Assistive Technology, without accounting for understandings of the practical 

accomplishments of technology-in-use. Few previous EM/CA studies have dealt with 

visually impaired people’s actual use of technology37, and only one recent paper by Reyes-

Cruz et al.38 reports on studies of visually impaired people interacting with VUI and showing 

that ambient noise and environmental issues affect the interaction.  

 

METHOD AND DATA  

Visually impaired people (VIP) may benefit, in particular, from using digital assistants for 

practical tasks that otherwise would require visual orientation and visual interfaces. 

Although the findings and theoretical contribution from the current study has implications 

for the broader understanding and development of VUI’s, the VIP as a user group functions 

as a perspicuous case. Due to the lack of one sense (sight), visually impaired people are 

more reliant on hearing, sounds and language. Garfinkel called marginal cases involving 

visually impaired people “natural experiments”39. Such studies can inform and challenge 

basic theory itself because they may reveal the taken-for-granted aspects of ordinary 

practices40. 

 
37 Due et al., “Technology Enhanced Vision in Blind and Visually Impaired Individuals. Synoptik Foundation Research Project.”; Reyes-Cruz, 
Fischer, and Reeves, “Reframing Disability as Competency.” 
38 Reyes-Cruz, Fischer, and Reeves, “An Ethnographic Study of Visual Impairments for Voice User Interface Design.” 
39 Rawls, Whitehead, and Duck, Black Lives Matter - Ethnomethodological and Conversation Analytic Studies of Race and Systemic Racism 

in Everyday Interaction, 8f. 
40 Corker and Shakespeare, Disability/Postmodernity. 
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 Data from this study derives from an ongoing (2020-2023) project investigating blind 

and visually impaired peoples’ use of new mainstream and experimental technology, 

predominantly focusing on computer vision and natural language processing (NLP), e.g., 

VUI and smartphone apps. We recruited seven blind and visually impaired adult 

participants; two couples living together and three people living alone (or with non-

participating room-mates), to capture the natural use of Google Home Assistant in their 

familiar home environments. Several cameras were placed strategically around the living 

areas and near the VUI-devices, recording the participant’s everyday practice as they 

interacted with the VUI. So far, we have collected approximately 30 hours of recordings 

from the homes of the participants, over a six-month period.   

 Examining the 30 hours of video recordings, including a total of 38 sequences of 

VUI interaction, we identified an overall occurrence of what we came to label VUI-speak. 

Through detailed EM/CA analysis of the data we identified three characteristics of VUI-

speak and initiated a collection supporting our initial findings. To make our case easy to 

follow we will use examples from the same setting, providing only one example in each of 

the three categories in this article. 

 The excerpt examined in this chapter derives from data recorded 1 July 2019 of a 58-

year-old visual impaired participant interacting with the VUI and the researcher in a natural 

setting: the participant informally chatting with the researcher, listening to music end 

eventually changing the music from Spotify, played on the VUI-speaker, to a radio show 

from YouTube, streaming via television. In this setting, and throughout our data corpus, the 

Google Home device is set to Danish. Sitting in the participant’s living room, the participant 
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and the researcher are drinking coffee and discussing their favorite music, podcasts and 

radio shows, and chatting about how Google Home can be used easily to find and play 

different types of media.  

  

Figure 1: Graphic overview of setting. Camera 2 (C2) is placed by the Google Home Assistant (dot).  

 

The participant initially uses the VUI to play music by Johnny Cash directly from the 

speakers, but after some conversation back and forth about favorite radio shows with the 

researcher, the participant decides that they should listen to a radio show instead. The 

overall activity consists of two independent modifications: changing “media”, from VUI-

speakers to television, and “platform”, from Spotify to YouTube. 

 

   

Figure 2: Two-part task of changing from Johnny Cash to The Short Radio Show. 
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ANALYSIS 

VUI-speak is recognizable as a participant practice in and through three different 

characteristics, which will be outlined in the following. VUI-speak: 1) as a third position 

embedded within a five-part sequential structure, 2) as composed of a change of action 

formation design and 3) as non-pausing application-oriented turn design. 

 

VUI-speak as a third position embedded within a five-part sequential structure 

In the following, the sequential structure of VUI-speak is described as a five-part base 

sequence. This structure has been identified in the data, but it can also be seen as an 

extension of what we already know about basic sequences in Human-Computer Interaction 

as provided by Arminen (2005). Arminen’s 3-step-model of a basic sequence of HCI is 

based on data from a human participant browsing on a visual printer display, where each 

step consists of both human action and the resulting change on the display. Thus, 

Arminen’s steps can be considered as three coherent adjacency pairs each consisting of 

an activity and a response. We further expand the structure of the model by dividing each 

step into turns, because the participants in the interaction treat VUI “thinking-bleep-sounds” 

as turns that display acknowledgment of the prior turn.   

For a participant to succeed in their VUI-directed activity, they must both recognise 

the structure and produce specific types of actions fitted to that structure. (This pertains 

specifically to the third position where the directive is produced.)  
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The five positions are illustrated in the following excerpt (Figure 3). The first four positions 

recur repeatedly: 1) a participant produces an awake call. This is a first pair part of a pre-

sequence, summoning the VUI (occasionally with a self-initiated repair and upgrade (e.g., 

line 1)). Then 2) the VUI responds with a readiness display as a second pair part. These 

two pairs bear resemblance to summons and picking up the phone in telephone 

conversation (ref). 3) The participant responds to this by producing a directive designed as 

a command, 4) and the VUI then produces a response display followed by 5) either a VUI 

action, an account from either participant or VUI or silence and finally a rerun of the 

sequence. Let us unfold this in more detail based on the excerpt in Figure 3.     
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Figure 3: Transcript line 1-20, three reruns of the five-part sequence. 

 

The awake call (position 1, line 1) “Hey Google” is a standard command provided to activate 

the Google Home Assistant. In this case, it is first produced in line with the participants 

normal style of speaking41. A pause of 3.1 seconds with no response from the VUI prompts 

the participant to repair the awake call and reissue it at a higher volume. We consider this 

an inserted expansion of the first position within the sequence. Thus, in the first production 

 
41 Goffman, Frame Analysis: An Essay on the Organization of Experience. 
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of the awake call we notice how the participant has had to adapt their way of speaking to 

the device (VUI-speaking). When the awake call is registered by the VUI, it responds 

immediately with an audible four-note sound, “bleep” (position 2, line 2), produced with an 

audible downward intonation. The audible readiness and response displays are 

accompanied by a visual light in the top of the Google Home speaker. The audible 

readiness and response displays can be deselected if the user wishes to do so. The 

readiness and response displays will then only consist of a visual display, giving the 

sequential position 2 and 4 a far more subtle, and thus far less interacting character. 

However, since the participants in this study are all either visually impaired or blind, the 

preferred setting is always with an audible display. The audible sound (and visual light) is 

recognizable as displaying readiness to receive the next action. In this case, the participant 

produces the command in the next turn: “turn off Johnny Cash” (position 3, line 3).42 In the 

excerpt provided in Figure 3, the VUI then produces a response display, “bleep” (position 

4, line 4) with upward intonation, displaying that the command has been registered. There 

is an audible difference between the two forms of VUI minimal responses. The difference 

between what we call readiness display (position 2) and response display (position 4) is not 

just recognizable, in and through its sequential position, but also with regard to its action 

formation: while an audible readiness display is composed with falling intonation, a 

response display has a rising intonation. Figure 4 shows an audible analysis of the two 

 
42 Analysing our corpus data reveals that participants normally need to produce a directive with a VUI-recognisable action formation within an 
approximately 1.2(/3) second timeframe after the readiness display, or the VUI interrupts the interaction. In Figure 3 there is respectively 0.7 

(line 2), 0 (line 7) and 1.3 (line 15) seconds before the directive is produced. An example of a troublesome to late third position directive is 
provided in Figure 8, which we will return to later. 
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forms designed to display the VUI’s different stances of being respectively ready to either 

receive a directive, or process the directive. Their differences are hearable in interaction.   

 

          

Figure 4: A prosodic analysis of line 15 (readiness display, falling intonation) + line 17 (response display, 

rising intonation). Produced via Praat.  

 

After the response display in the fourth position, two different things will typically happen: 

a) the command effects the required VUI-action (or keeps doing what it is doing e.g. line 11 

) or b) there is a reply from the VUI, explaining difficulties with the command (e.g. line 5). 

When there is no accounting explanation produced by the VUI for why the directive is not 

working (in position 5), the participant will typically account for the trouble in an expanded 

sequence (e.g., line 12-13) and change the recipient designed action formation; thus 

producing a repaired rerun of the five-part structure. This is evident in Figure 3 showing 

three reruns of the five-part structure due to the difficulty of making the VUI produce the 

required action. In cases where the VUI does not understand the directive, as in line 5, the 

account is a simple “I did not get that”, without further elaboration of what went wrong or 

what the participant needs to do next. The VUI closes the sequence as well as its readiness 
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for receiving further directives, forcing the participant to initiate a rerun of the five-part 

sequence. By essentially shutting down after its response, the VUI deprives the user from 

the possibility to repair by indexically referring to the context just built up. Thus, the VUI 

does not recognize changes of action formation design as repair, leaving the participant to 

re-summon, in order to effect repair. An illustration of the sequential structure is provided in 

Figure 5. 

 

   

Figure 5: The sequential organization of the five-part structure that circulates. 

 

 

 

4.2 VUI-speak composed of a change of action formation design 

We have shown the occurrence of a five-part sequential structure in VUI-(Google Home). 

Now, we want to present another structural and recurrent phenomenon, which we also 

consider to be constitutive for VUI-speak: We suggest calling this, a members practice for 

change of action formation in VUI-interaction. Making the VUI respond requires a 
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command. Commands are, as discussed earlier, part of directive actions. However, it is not 

just a matter of producing commands (instead of requests) that is the issue for participants, 

but what specific commands to produce. A recurrent theme is that participants repair and 

change the lexical turn-constructional units and their sequential placement. Figure 6 shows 

this excerpt as continued from Figure 3. 
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Figure 6: transcript of lines 27-47 

 

In the case provided, the TV and the VUI-speaker are both playing at the same time, and 

the participant is trying to turn off the music playing from the VUI-speaker, so that they are 

only listening to the video playing on the TV. Figure 7 illustrates the process through seven 

re-runs of the five-part structure. Even though the VUI does not contribute to the 

progression of the interaction by suggesting what to do next, instead leaving it up to the 

participant to figure it out, the VUI-response does, nonetheless, reveal a small insight into 

how the algorithm works after each attempt. It is this situated and sequentially progression 

that the participant orients towards and builds on, in these sequences.  

In line 9, the participant commands “stop music”, resulting in the VUI stopping the 

wrong device (the TV instead of Spotify). Even though the command fails, and the desired 

action has not been achieved, the participant responds to it and makes a change in the 

design of the subsequent action formation: something does in fact stop when using the 

command “stop” (line 11). So, it can be inferred that “stop” is a workable command for 

something. It can also be inferred that using the word “music” when several platforms are 

in use, is too broad a signifier. These interpretations do not represent our attempts at a 

cognitive analysis, but it is noticeable how in the next turns the participant reuses the word 

“stop” (line 16), and modifies “music” to the more specific “Johnny Cash”. However, this 

wording does not ensure compliance either, which is observable in the fourth position, being 

the VUI’s accounting explanation for an understanding problem (line 18, Figure 3). So, 

through a process of exclusion the participant determines that “Johnny Cash” is the 
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unintelligible factor. Since we can follow his interpretive process as observable action, it is 

noticeable how the participant now, instead of addressing the musician’s name, addresses 

the app in the third rerun of the five-part structure by commanding “stop Spotify” (line 25) 

to which the VUI complies, and the music stops playing. The first part of the overall task is 

at this point accomplished, by using the command “stop” and by addressing the app from 

which the unwanted music originates, “Spotify” (instead of the actual music playing: “Johnny 

Cash”). VUI-speaking is thus evident in the way the participant changes his choice of word 

in a process that adapts to VUI-responsivness. 

The participant now initiates the second part of the overall task: playing the radio 

show. He does this by referring back to a previous action (YouTube-video playing radio 

show on TV simultaneous with music playing from speakers – not in this transcript) 

commanding “resume video” (line 29, Figure 6). The VUI does not comply with this 

command but accounts with the uninformative explanation “something went wrong” (line 

30, Figure 6) and initiating repair with the invitation to “try again when you are ready”, 

implicating that the VUI is not at fault and the participant will need to provide the repair 

solution. From this response the participant knows that the ongoing interaction is not 

indexically related to previous turns or tasks. In other words, every directive needs to be 

recipient designed for the VUI with reference to immediately prior and/or ongoing VUI-

actions. As a result, “resume”, is an unworkable command.  

In the next re-run of the five-part structure, the participant produces the command 

“play” (line 36). However, he hesitates 1.2 seconds, before producing the directive, which 

makes the VUI respond by turning on the music once again. Though the command failed, 
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the participant gains two new insights: “play”, like “stop” is a minimal command, triggering 

immediate action with no initial account. Further, that it is essential not to pause beyond the 

1.2 second of maximum silence during a command (see next section). To turn off the music 

again, the participant reiterates “stop music”, with which the VUI complies, without further 

account, as there is only one media playing at this point. As shown in Figure 7, the 

participant continues the process until a successful directive is produced (Figure 8, line 50). 

We will show the detailed organization of the workable action formation in the following 

section.   

  

Figure 7: A specific model of the change of action formation, showing how PAR rephrases his directive 

according to VUI action. 

 

4.3 VUI-speak as non-pausing application-oriented turn design 
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The participant needs to produce the directive in a third position (within the five-part 

structure) with a non-pausing and application-oriented turn design. It is evident from line 33 

(Figure 6) that, as the participant did not produce a VUI-recognisable action within the 

timeframe of 1.0-1.3 seconds, the VUI treated the turn as completed, and produced a 

response display (“bleep”) (line 35). Hence, pauses play a pivotal role in interacting with 

the VUI. Whereas earlier AI-technologies such as Google Glass produced long pauses 

(over 4 seconds)43 and were beyond the normal one-second standard maximum of silence 

in conversation as described by Jefferson44, Google Home follows more precisely the 

normal maximum silence between turns. Still, the issue in natural interaction is not a specific 

rule of pausing time between turns, but the contextual and pragmatic understanding of 

when a pause represents problems or repairables related to transition relevant places, and 

when they represent a speaker’s resource for formulating turns45. For instance, in line 50 

(Figure 8) the participant formulates the directive as an extended command with no intra-

turn pausing and adheres to the other previously acquired situated insights of using minimal 

commands, and references to apps. As Google Home is presumably designed according 

to principles for micro-interactions, framed by Miller in 196846, as being a few seconds 

waiting time and minimal amount of user commands47, (see also the concluding discussion 

on Gricean principles) the interactional task for the participant would appear to be to 

perform VUI-speak, i.e., producing VUI-recognisable actions within a VUI-recognisable turn 

design.  

 
43 Due, “The Social Construction of a Glasshole: Google Glass and Multiactivity in Social Interaction.” 
44 Jefferson, “Notes on a Possible Metric Which Provides for a ‘standard Maximum’ Silence of Approximately One Second in Conversation.” 
45 Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson, “A Simplest Systematics for the Organization of Turn-Taking for Conversation”; Hoey, “Lapses.” 
46 Miller, “Response Time in Man-Computer Conversational Transactions.” 
47 Starner, “Project Glass.” 
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Figure 8: Non-pausing application-oriented turn designed.  

 

In Figure 8, line 50, we can observe how the participant uses a minimal command (“play”), 

a specification of the application (“a video”), a reference (“with”), a specification of content 

(“The Short Radio News”), a reference (“on”) and a designated device (“TV”). Although 

being recognisable ordinary, natural language, what the participant is really doing is treating 

natural language as programming language through doing: command → app → reference 

→ content → reference → device. This is produced in a staccato burst, with articulated 

pronunciation and high volume and an emphasis on the first minimal command (“play”). 

This is language, in an easily comprehensible manner. It is recognizable as a turn that also 

appears to adhere to grammatical rules. It makes sense as natural language. At the same 

time, the turn is designed as a directive and is successful precisely because it adheres to 

the computational infrastructure of the device. This form of directive would represent an 

extreme case in natural conversation. However, it is successful in this particular setting, as 

it is recognisably VUI-speak.  

     

CONCLUSION 

We have in this chapter suggested terminology for the types of practices that participants 

are engaged in, when naturally interacting with VUI’s; in this particular case, Google Home. 
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To recap, this terminology is centered around the occurrence of “members methods” 48 for 

doing VUI-speak, i.e., ways of adapting their forms of speech to fit the system. This relates 

both to producing actions at the right sequential position (in regard to Google Home: the 

third position) and with an appropriate action design. We call these workable action 

formations VUI-recognizable actions. It is evident that the system does not understand 

actions that make indexical reference to larger contexts (e.g., “resume video”, line 29), and 

hence this chapter supports research such as Albert et al.49, criticizing VUI’s currently 

limited understanding of action formation. Whereas other forms of sequential structures, 

different than the five-part structure in interactions with other types of VUI’s (than Google 

Home) may exist, there is currently, per definition, always a slot in VUI-interaction where a 

directive is supposed to be produced. Accordingly, the general lesson from this study is that 

a directive needs to be produced at a specific sequential moment, at a specific pace and 

action formation design.  

We have shown in the analysis, that to facilitate self-repair the participant needs to 

“start over”, beginning with the summoning of the VUI. And this needs to happen each and 

every time. The correction then, does extend to becoming more comprehensive than a 

repair, as it exceeds a momentary departure from the main part of the interaction, by closing 

the sequence after initiating repair. In that sense, other-initiated repair by the VUI cannot 

be considered as cooperative behavior, and thus just a momentary side-sequence50, but 

 
48 Garfinkel and Sacks, “On Formal Structures of Practical Actions*.” 
49 Albert, Housley, and Stokoe, “In Case of Emergency, Order Pizza.” 
50 Dingemanse and Enfield, “Other-Initiated Repair across Languages.” 
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rather as an error display encouraging the participant to adjust their way of speech 

accordingly. 

 The final successful directive is characterized by containing a distinctive design we 

proposed calling non-pausing application-oriented turn design, and we have argued that 

this is clearly not conversation, although recognizable and grammatical language, but VUI-

speak. It is therefore interesting to note that people’s natural interactions, through a 

process, adopt to the system in a way that adheres to something resembling Gricean 

cooperative principles 51 . Indeed, this is no coincidence, as the entire conversational 

architecture of Googles VUI’s are designed precisely from these maxims of quality, quantity 

relevance and manner, as prescribed in Google’s design guidelines52. However, although 

Gricean implicature provides a solid theoretical understanding of cooperative principles in 

interaction, and they can be readily accepted as types of members resources in practice53, 

complications arise if treated as static concepts and applied in VUI-design. Successful 

design based on static Gricean principles, results in a static VUI system, which works as 

principles and maxims, (as a programmable language), but without a conversational 

interface. Designing from an understanding of sequentially and action formation as situated 

accomplishments is recommendable instead.  

 As Reeves et al.54 also have pointed out: describing human-computer interaction as 

conversational is confusing. The term conversational has been used to describe systems 

that display more human-like characteristics and that support the use of spontaneous 

 
51 Grice, “Logic and Conversation.” 
52 Google, “Conversation Design.” 
53 Bilmes, “Ethnomethodology, Culture, and Implicature”; Drew, “The Interface between Pragmatics and Conversation Analysis.”  
54 Reeves, Porcheron, and Fischer, “‘This Is Not What We Wanted.’” 
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natural language, in contrast to those systems that require a more restricted form of input 

from the user, such as single words or short phrases55. However, as EM/CA research such 

as Reeves et al. has shown, the current versions of VUI only work as request-response 

systems. The current chapter supports that research using the description “conversation-

sensitive design” 56. We have, in line with this, shown that conversational interfaces are not 

really conversational57 and we have offered a terminology to describe the actual practices: 

Practices of VUI-speak and orientation to a five-part structure, and practices of non-pausing 

application-oriented turn design for the successful accomplishment of a command.  

 In future studies where the goal is the design of VUI’s, it would be worthwhile 

exploring a connection between Gricean implicature and conversation analysis, in that for 

humans, the same words in an utterance are capable of containing different implicatures 

according to each recipient’s perspective, and that this is observable in the kind of response 

the recipient produces. VUI’s should be able to adapt gradually to the participant’s actions 

– not the other way around.  
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